Resilience® lets you paint with confidence no matter what the forecast.
THIS HIGH-HIDING EXTERIOR FINISH FEATURES EASY APPLICATION, A PREMIUM SMOOTH FINISH AND EXCEPTIONAL MOISTURE RESISTANCE.

Resilience® Paint is the perfect choice for residential and commercial exteriors. It has outstanding hide, easy brushability and exceptional resistance to moisture.

With Resilience, the threat of rain or dew will not slow down or delay the job because it is specially formulated with breakthrough MoistureGuard™ Technology, resisting moisture quicker than standard exterior latex coatings. Newly painted exteriors develop resistance to moisture in as little as one hour rather than the four-hour minimum most coatings require.

With premium durability, backed by a lifetime limited warranty, you can count on Resilience no matter what the forecast. It is available in flat, satin and gloss and can be applied in temperatures as low as 35°F so crews can work later in the season too.

RESILIENCE KEY BENEFITS

- Formulated with exclusive MoistureGuard™ Technology for revolutionary moisture resistance in as little as an hour — paint later in the day with confidence and less concern about dew or impending rain.
- Outstanding hide, coverage, durability and dirt resistance.
- Flows and levels for a smooth, uniform finish.
- Great no matter what the forecast — delivering quality performance in moist or dry climates.
- Low temperature application down to 35°F.
- Available in flat, satin and gloss.
- Can be tinted in VinylSafe® Paint Colors — allowing you the freedom to choose from 100 color options, including a limited selection of darker colors formulated to resist warping or buckling when applied to a sound, stable vinyl substrate. See VinylSafe® color palette for colors that can be used.

Backed by a Lifetime Limited Warranty*

*Two coats of Resilience are required for repaint work; a primer and two coats of Resilience are required for new surfaces.

RESILIENCE IS BROUGHT TO YOU BY A NAME YOU KNOW AND TRUST.

For over 150 years, Sherwin-Williams has provided contractors, builders, property managers, architects and designers with the trusted products they need to build their business and satisfy customers. Resilience is just one more way we bring you industry-leading paint technology – innovation you can pass on to your customers.

Plus, with more than 4,200 stores and 2,700 sales representatives across North America, personal service and expertise are always available near jobsites. Find out more about Resilience Exterior Latex Paint at your nearest Sherwin-Williams store or to have a sales representative contact you, call 800-524-5979.